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WBL Forms Available in Word Format 

All the WBL forms referenced in the newly revised CTE Work-Based Learning Guide 
are available on the CTE Resource site so they can be edited by your school division. 

However, remember on the training agreements, you must include all the Department of 
Labor and Industry criteria listed, but can add other items appropriate for your school 
division.   

All forms are listed by type of experience under the heading Downloadable Forms at the 

following URL:  http://www.cteresource.org/featured/work-based_learning.html.  Web 

resources are also available for each type of experience.  

Choosing the Right Social Media Platform 

for Your Marketing:  10 Key Considerations  

Choosing The Right Social Media Platform For Your Marketing: 10 Key Considerations 

The proliferation of social media sites has made it so much easier for companies to get in contact 

with the core consumers of their product. However, this extensive proliferation has led to the 

segregation of demographics based on the appeal of the platform to a particular group. 
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Companies can't afford to dive into every social media channel halfheartedly. The most effective 

method is choosing a few platforms and focusing on them exclusively to deliver content marketing to 

the company's core customers. Below, 10 members of Forbes Agency Council explain what 

companies should be looking for when determining which social media platforms give the best return 

on time and monetary investment. 
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Marketing with Memes:  the Ins and Outs of 

Sharing Viral Social Content 

Marketing with memes: The ins and outs of 

sharing viral social content 

SpongeBob SquarePants does not look 

happy. Eyes downcast, listlessly holding a 

remote control, the animated character is 

pictured rising out of his armchair. The caption 

reads, "When someone casually says dressing 

for Halloween is stupid..." above SpongeBob's 

response, "ight imma head out." 

  

This is just one recent example of an Instagram 

post shared by Tipsy Elves, a brand that 

specializes in holiday-themed sweaters and 

other clothing. Although the post is part of the 

brand's larger social media marketing strategy, 

its name and products are nowhere to be seen. 

Instead, the post capitalizes on a popular meme 

from the past few months, turning SpongeBob 

into the brand's pseudo-spokesperson along the 

way. 
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Commentary:  Why NCAA Athletes 

Marketing Themselves Would Hurt College 

Sports  

The foundational premise of college sports in America is that student-athletes are students first, 

and they choose to play a sport they love while working on a college degree. 

  

And the schools they attend — across the nation in every state — collectively choose to be part of 

the NCAA to support their student-athletes and create a level playing field for them regardless of 

the division, conference, or geographic location. 

  

Unfortunately, California Senate Bill 206 disrupts this dynamic and makes the level playing field 

impossible. 

  

As university presidents representing institutions in all three NCAA divisions and as members of 

the NCAA Board of Governors, we are deeply concerned about the unfair and negative impact 

this bill will have on student-athletes not only in California but nationwide. 
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Read More 

  

  

How to Become a Professional Digital 

Marketer 

How to become a professional digital marketer 

With more brands than ever relying on digital marketing as their main form of advertising, it’s no 

surprise that professional digital marketers are in very high demand. In fact, Reuters 
reports that in 2017, digital marketing spending increased by 44 percent in the United States and 

to $52 billion in Britain. Globally, digital marketing spend is estimated to approach $100 billion. If 

you’re looking to work in an industry that continues to grow and provide numerous opportunities, 

digital marketing may be the perfect career path for you. 

  

What is a digital marketer? 

Digital marketing uses many traditional forms of classic marketing and sales techniques, but is 

coupled with technology for a more modern approach. Depending on your interests and goals, you 

can train as a digital marketer who is well-rounded in all types of online advertising and marketing, or 

you can choose to focus on one specific area. 

From The Edge Marketing News 
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Government Shut  Down the Internet to 

Stifle Critics.  Citizens Pay the Price – Lesson 

Included 

In this lesson, students explore how internet shutdowns affect people’s lives around the world. They 
consider: Should internet access be a basic human right?  

Articles of Interest 

Lego gives customers an easy way to donate old bricks  

Lego has launched Lego Replay, a program that will provide free mailing labels to 

customers who want to turn in old Lego bricks, which the company will clean up and 

donate to after-school programs that need them. The program stemmed from customer 

requests for an eco-friendly way to find new uses for the old toys, said Lego executive 

Tim Brooks. 

Survey: Teens trim spending this fall  

Teen spending has dipped 4% from the same time last year and 10% from the spring, 

according to Piper Jaffray's biannual survey of US teens from households with an 

average income of $65,400. Food remains the biggest spending category for male 

teens and the second-biggest for females, with Chick-fil-A topping the list of favorite 

eateries, and Nike and American Eagle Outfitters rank first and second among fashion 

brands, which represent the top spending category for female teens. 

Best Buy bets on national job fairs to recruit holiday hires  

Best Buy will hold a series of hiring events across the country this month to recruit 

thousands of seasonal staffers in a tight labor market, the retailer said. US retailers are 

expected to hire between 530,000 and 590,000 temporary staffers this holiday season, 

according to an NRF forecast. 

Target to Revive Toys R Us Online 

Target will team with TRU Kids, the new owner of Toys R Us, to manage the relaunch of 

the brand's online retail arm. The site will roll out as ToysRUs.com, and customers who 

click to buy will be redirected to Target, which will handle sales and order fulfillment. 

A first: Snapchat lets users buy Adidas shoes within game  

Adidas partnered with Snapchat to launch its new 8-bit-themed baseball shoes with a 

"Baseball's Next Level" 8-bit game created by AvatarLabs that lets users play some of 

the brand's baseball ambassadors, including Aaron Judge, Justin Turner and Carlos 

Correa. Snapchat users also can buy shoes from the new collection directly within the 

game, which is a first for the platform. 
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Mental toughness consisted of 6 character traits  

Why it matters: Whether it is one the athletic field, in the classroom or in the 

boardroom, mental toughness can be what propels top performers to success. If your 

mental toughness game needs some work -- or even just a little fine-tuning -- this piece 

lists 6 traits usually found in mentally tough people. 

Twitter: Ooops 

When Twitter users handed over their email and phone numbers for security purposes, they 
probably didn’t expect Twitter would use that data for ad targeting. Spoiler: It happened anyway.  

And now the company says it’s sorry. 

“When an advertiser uploaded their marketing list, we may have matched people on Twitter to 
their list based on the email or phone number the Twitter account holder provided for safety and 

security purposes,” the company said. “This was an error and we apologize.”  

Twitter said it was unclear how many users were affected, and it added that the problem 
happened “inadvertently” and was fixed as of Sept. 17.  

If this scenario sounds familiar, it’s because Facebook was discovered doing the same 

thing a year ago with phone numbers. The Federal Trade Commission, cutting a $5 

billion settlement with Facebook for privacy lapses, made it promise to stop that. 

Party City to hire 25K for seasonal Halloween stores  

Party City will open about 275 seasonal Halloween City stores in the US and create 

25,000 temporary jobs to staff them this year, the company said. Around 10% of those 

new hires are expected to return for next year's Halloween season, and 15% of Party 

City's current employees got their start during the Halloween season. 

Walmart putting its focus on fresh with Produce 2.0  

Walmart is rolling out an initiative called Produce 2.0 to revamp its fresh food marketing, 

says Steve Bratspies, chief merchandising officer for Walmart US. The retailer plans to 

enhance customer-facing visuals and experiences inside stores. 

Starbucks to test pickup-only concept in NYC  

Starbucks will open a New York City location this fall that will be only for pickup, similar 

to the chain's express stores in China called Starbucks Now, where customers order via 

mobile app. The concept could eventually roll out to more US markets, to augment but 

not replace existing Starbucks cafes, CEO Kevin Johnson said. 

Target teases influencer initiative  

Target is readying to launch its #TargetTalent influencer initiative with a series of teaser 

posts appearing on social media from participants such as former Teen Vogue Editor 

Elaine Welteroth, "Queer Eye" host Bobby Berk and "The Try Guys" star Ned Fulmer, 

writes Geoff Weiss. The initiative is slated to launch on various platforms for a variety of 

the retailer's products and continue throughout the year, a departure from traditional 

one-shot influencer campaigns, Weiss reports. 

Amazon expected to lead in voice-assisted holiday retail  
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Amazon is expected to lead the charge into voice-assisted retail this holiday shopping 

season. Amazon has been the leader in the market since it introduced the Echo/Alexa 

line, with Google trying to catch up. 

Garmin unveils slew of fitness watches  

This month, Garmin will release the Garmin Venu, VivoActive 4, VivoMove 3 and 

Legacy Heroes Series watches. The new watches are aimed at everyday fitness with 

extra health features. 

Ad of the day: If you’re a fan of “Rudy,” the feel-good football movie from 1993, you’ll 

be happy to know that it’s getting a mini-sequel, courtesy of KFC and Wieden & 

Kennedy. As Ad Age’s Jessica Wohl reports, actor Sean Astin reprises the role of the 

title character in a KFC commercial, but he’s simultaneously playing Colonel Sanders. If 

you think it sounds wacko, you’re correct. Just watch it. 

Quotable Quote 

Students who are loved at home come to school to learn, 
and students who aren’t, come to school to be loved. 

Nicholas A. Ferroni   
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